A method of sequencing without subcloning and its application to the identification of a novel ORF with a sequence suggestive of a transcriptional regulator in the water mold Achlya ambisexualis.
Genomic amplification with transcript sequencing (GAWTS) is a method of direct sequencing that involves amplification with PCR using primers containing phage promoters, transcription of the amplified product, and sequencing with reverse transcriptase. GAWTS requires the generation of PCR primers that are specific for the sequences on both sides of a region. Here we describe promoter ligation and transcript sequencing (PLATS), a direct method for rapidly obtaining novel sequences that utilizes generic primers and only requires knowledge of the sequence on one side of a region. PLATS involves restriction digestion of the amplified vector insert, ligation with a phage promoter, and then GAWTS using phage promoter sequences as the PCR primers. The method is rapid and economical because it uses a limited set of oligonucleotides, and it is potentially amenable to automation because it does not require in vivo manipulations. PLATS facilitates the determination of a genomic sequence responsible for cross-hybridization in a Southern blot. Using PLATS, sequence has been obtained from a 1.1-kb segment in Achlya ambisexualis, which cross-hybridizes to the DNA-binding region of the chicken and Xenopus estrogen receptors. To our knowledge, this represents the first sequence reported from the Oomycetes, a large and widely distributed group of fungi. The sequence reveals a large, transcribed open reading frame that is markedly deficient in the dinucleotide TpA. A putative zinc finger containing three cysteines and one histidine (C-X2-C-X12-H-X3-C) and an acidic segment hint that this clone may be a member of a novel class of transcriptional regulators.